PORTABLE REMOTE FIRING CART

The PORTABLE REMOTE FIRING CART is principally designed to put distance between the examiner and a suspect faulty firearm from any firearm testing location.

Also, the device is a means of protecting the examiner from the punishing effects of recoil inflicted by the newer generation of high-power weapons. The remote platform is mounted on a custom designed cart that rolls out of the way when not in use. Includes an on-board compressor.

SIMPLE DROP-IN-PLACE INSTALLATION. ADJUSTMENT HAND KNOBS PROVIDED. NO TOOLS REQUIRED

- Adjusts within seconds to any size firearm, from 50 BMG to pocket Derringer. Accepts semi-auto weapons with full magazine in place.
- Simple lever switch actuates a pneumatic cylinder and soft rubber gripper to hold buttstock or handgun grips w/300 lbs force.

- Includes an adjustable pneumatic recoil dampening system designed to absorb recoil from rifles and shotguns.
- Fixture comes equipped with a pneumatic trigger pull.
- Firearm can be discharged from local position for recoil isolation, or remotely from any distance if suspect faulty weapon.
- Arming Safety Feature